Street Map

Use the map to answer each question.

1. Which street is parallel to Broadway?

2. Avenue C is parallel to which other avenue?

3. Are Avenue C and Avenue D parallel? Explain your answer.

4. There are 2 parallelograms in the map. Name the streets that make up each parallelogram.

Parallelogram 1

Parallelogram 2
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Street Map

Use the map to answer each question.

1. Which street is parallel to Broadway?
   
   **Main Street**

2. Avenue C is parallel to which other avenue?
   
   **Avenue E**

3. Are Avenue C and Avenue D parallel? Explain your answer.
   
   Possible answer: No, because if you make those avenues longer they will meet.

   Parallel lines do not ever meet.

4. There are 2 parallelograms in the map. Name the streets that make up each parallelogram.

   **Parallelogram 1**
   
   Main Street  
   Avenue B  
   Broadway  
   Avenue D

   **Parallelogram 2**

   Main Street  
   Avenue C  
   Broadway  
   Avenue E